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aSupS presidential polls
begin next week
By pAUL GOUDARZI-fRY

By NICHOLe HINe

Puget
Sound
alumnus
turned
CEO
donates
$10, 000
in Bitcoins
By JAKe KRITZeR

Paige Maney

& Marc Fagaragan

are running for President and
Vice President of the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound (ASUPS). Polls
will open on March 10 at 6 p.m.,
and will be available online and
at the Wheelock Student Center.
“I’m running for ASUPS…because I want to see some change
happen on campus,” Maney said.
“I think that ASUPS can do a lot
more to help us foster community, and to help people like freshmen and sophomores to better engrain their roots here.”
“We’re trying to focus on ASUPS’
visibility, so making sure students know about all the resources that ASUPS has available for
you, and here is what you can do,
and how you can make an impact
on this campus,” Fagaragan said.
The platform and directive for
Maney and Fagaragan is publicly
available via their Facebook page,
emblazoned with the acronym
P.E.A.K.: Passion, Empathy, Action,
Knowledge. “We envision a connected student body. One student
body fueled by passion, empathy,
and action. Not just a community,
but a family that pursues knowledge,” their mission statement reads.
“It’s really interesting how at this
school, we have all these different groups…but just think about
if there was a way we could interconnect with one another, and
have groups talking, and have
voices be heard, and have actions be acted upon—how much
more we could do,” Fagaragan said.
“There are also things we want to
do with the greater Tacoma community. You can’t exist solely within
the UPS bubble…and I think that
students do actually have a difficult time making meaningful connections outside of campus, which
I think is problematic,” Maney said.
“I actually think that students enjoy [LocalLogger] and,
in theory, would like to tap into,”
Maney said, “but they haven’t yet.”
However interesting or diverse the
services may be, the Maney-Fagara-

gan platform wishes to expand the
ways by which students are able to
hear about and spread the news.
By encouraging communication
and participation, the candidates
hope to unify the student body with
events, both within Puget Sound
and the greater Tacoma region.
“One of the ideas that…Paige and
I have…is to create a Director of
Service position,” Fagaragan said.
Fagaragan explained that this
hypothetical director could raise
awareness and create events for
the campus at large. These service events could bring students together for common
causes that benefit all members
of the Puget Sound community.
The platform hopes to raise awareness of the Student Government
and how it can affect Puget Sound.
Currently, ASUPS is a resource
for over 100 clubs on campus, with
a budget of $555,408.00 to support
the students behind these clubs.
“One of the blaring problems I
see with ASUPS is that the student
body lacks interest,” Maney said.
“The fact that it’s even hard to get
people to vote in an ASUPS election concerns me…you should
be voting, and you should be understanding where your money
goes, and hopefully engaging in
meaningful dialogue about that.”
As Puget Sound goes into the
election season, the Maney-Fagaragan platform encourages students to question the candidates and ask about their visions
and goals for the University.
Through
these
connections and the goals of these student leaders, the campus community is encouraged to reach
out to each other and embrace
both diversity and individuality.
“We have a lot of great and strong
communities, but they lack unity. I think ASUPS should be that
unity. It’s the student government,
and it’s the way that those groups
are able to come together to get the
things that they need…and makes
you want to stay here,” Maney said.

Emma Spalding & Taylor Smith
will be running for ASUPS President and Vice President, respectively. Spalding is an IPE major and Religion minor. She was
also the president of RSA last
year and has been a Passages and
PSO leader. Spalding has been
involved with various parts of
ASUPS since her freshman year.
“I have never officially held a position within ASUPS, but I am running for this position because it requires leadership to move a team
in the same direction and to reach
out to students,” Spalding said.
Smith is an Economics and Business double major with a minor in math. He is an RA in Anderson-Langdon as well. Smith
has been involved with ASUPS
since the beginning of his sophomore year when he became
ASUPS Residence Hall Senator.
This year he is the Greek Senator. “I am running for Vice President because I love dealing with
people, budgets, and complex tasks
and that is really what this position entails. This kind of position is
honestly what I want to do for the
rest of my life. I love it,” Smith said.
Spalding and Smith chose to
run together because of their
different perspectives and because they work well together.
“Emma has little to no experience
in ASUPS which I think is really
important in a president, she can
see the idiosyncrasies that are present in ASUPS, whereas I have the
internal ASUPS experience to make
the day-to-day operations run
smoothly right away,” Smith said.
“Both of us are independent and
will get the job done but know
how to use each other’s help. We
are both optimistic open-minded people and strive to seek out
and listen to the many voices
on this campus,” Spalding said.
Spalding hopes that as president, she can be receptive to stu-

dents voices. “[I want to have] a
comment box in Diversions and
Oppenheimer where students can
voice suggestions and complaints
either anonymously or so that
they can get a reply,” Spalding said.
“Another easy thing to [do]
would be tabling once a week to
get feedback. This would allow
more unity between ASUPS and
the students.” Smith hopes that
as vice president he can monitor the way ASUPS oversees clubs.
“[I also want to] make the budget
and finance request process easier
for clubs and for ASUPS,” he said.
Both Spalding and Smith
would like to continue the programs that have been implemented this year by the administration.
“Many of the wonderful things
that they have implemented take
longer than a year to come to fruition so making sure that there is
continuity between administrations
is extremely important,” Smith said.
Spalding and Smith love the
University and are passionate
about running for ASUPS President and Vice President. “People
are so involved in multiple things
that all the different areas of campus overlap in some way making
us very connected,” Spalding said.
“People [at the university] genuinely care. I love how when you walk
around our beautiful campus you
can feel the positive attitudes and
love that people show each other.
Like President Thomas says
this place feels like “home”
and it really does!” Smith said.
Spalding and Smith will be speaking on March 10 from 5-6 p.m.
in the Rotunda at WSC. Voting
will take place immediately after.
“If you see us around campus
and have any suggests, comments,
or complaints about ASUPS please
let us know! Or feel free to email or
Facebook us. We want to know what
you want to see!” Spalding said.
PHOTOS COURTESY / LUC SOKOLSKY

Nicholas Cary, graduate of the class
of 2007 and current CEO of Blockchain, has made what is thought
to be the first ever Bitcoin contribution to an American university.
Blockchain is quickly gaining notoriety as one of the world’s most
popular online “wallets” for Bitcoin,
which is most easily defined as both
a technology and a virtual currency.
“Students at UPS use email every day of their lives [because] it allows them to send messages to and
from everyone they know instantly
basically for free. That’s the promise of Bitcoin for money,” Cary said.
“Bitcoin is based on a peer-to-peer
network so there are no third parties, no one can freeze your account,
and if certain precautions are taken it’s impossible to destroy them.”
Cary chose to make his donation
in Bitcoin because he is convinced
that it is superior to current forms
of currency. Bitcoin boasts zero-fee
transactions and complete anonymity to protect the identity of the user.
“There’s still a housing bubble,
there’s an education bubble, and now
there’s the largest stock bubble in
the history of the world,” Cary said.
“Thanks to Bitcoin I’ve been able to
pay off my student loans nearly a decade early. If I had made the same
donation a year ago, and UPS had
kept it in Bitcoin instead of immediately converting it to dollars, it
would now be worth over $250,000.”
However, due to the fact that Bitcoin is essentially a commodity,
similar to a digital version of gold,
its value is almost completely determined by people’s daily sentiments, similar to stock. Price fluctuation has already proven itself to
be an issue in the Bitcoin network.
“[Value of Bitcoin] is entirely based on the faith of the users
of Bitcoin. It works just like trading equities on the stock market
would, where the price is determined by the last trade that was
made,” freshman Chili Johnson said.
“It’s more volatile than gold because gold has some inherent value. It’s physical and you
can use it to make things.”
Although the anonymity that Bitcoin provides ensures confidentiality, those who find a way to steal Bitcoin are able to remain anonymous
See BITCOIN page 2
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Puget Sound recognized for quality tree maintenance

By ASHLEY MALIN

The Arbor Day Foundation has
given Puget Sound a Tree Campus
USA recognition for 2013 for the
care shown to trees on our grounds.
“This national recognition is a
well-deserved vote of appreciation for all that our grounds staff
do to ensure the Puget Sound campus remains a place of local and
regional pride,” Bob Kief, Vice
President for Facilities Services, said in a campus press release.
To receive such recognition, a university must meet five requirements
outlined by the Arbor Day Foundation: having a Campus Tree Advisory Committee; having a Campus
Tree Care Program; having financial
support for the program; observing Arbor Day; and creating a Service Learning Project on campus.
The University has accepted awards for the care and keeping of campus life previously, but
servicing trees provides unique
challenges for facility members in charge of the grounds.
“The biggest difference in the
maintenance of trees compared

ferent life cycles and longevity. The
more showy flowering trees tend to
live shorter lives. You need to plan
on replacing those types of trees
sooner than large Evergreens like
the ones we have on campus,” Kovolyan said. “We try to go through
and do corrective pruning and
crown inspection every five years for
our large trees…The smaller trees
we will do training and corrective
pruning every two to three years.”
Kovolyan said that Puget

Sound hires arborist companies
to do maintenance on the larger trees. Due to the immense
height of some of the campus’
trees, this work can be dangerous
if not performed by professionals.
Like all plant life, sometimes the
trees must be replaced or removed.
“Safety of the campus community is the first priority and when a
tree has to be taken down we look
at all the options we have on replanting a tree. Sometimes the tree
failed [due] to a poor location or
a variety [that] isn’t really suitable
for our climate,” Kovolyan said.
In the campus tree field guide,
however, Puget Sound students
are not always in the same mindset when it comes to personal safety.
“Although university officials and
the groundskeepers did not know
it, students who climbed to the
top of the sequoia at night logged
their accomplishment in a waterproof tablet,” the guide reads.
The guide mentions that this activity was discovered due to student
injuries resulting from the climb.
Trees and other plant life are fragile organisms that respond to both

careful maintenance and harmful
misbehavior. Recklessness on campus property can affect not only the
safeties of those involved in such
activities, but also the members of
the community who come after.
Grounds management and other
facilities staff work to work on the
trees in such a way as to create an image that will stay on campus for years.
“If you plant a tree too close to a
building 25 years from now you
have building issues and a poor performing tree. If you don’t correct improper growth on a young tree that
can grow into a safety and aesthetic issue down the line,” Kovolyan
said. “Visually people tend to look
at the moment not into the future.”
Students of the Puget Sound community can participate in helping
to maintain the beauty of campus.
The work of the grounds managers and facilities services will be
seen in the trees for years after.
“The Beeches along Todd Phibbs
were the size of the trees at Commencement Hall when they were
planted but look at the effect they
create now long after all those
people are gone,” Kovolyan said.

sured by the government, so there’s
no authority to set [the value].”
Cary acknowledges that Bitcoin has experienced setbacks.
However, he is confident that in
time the benefits will significantly outweigh the existing obstacles.
He equates Bitcoin’s current state
to Henry Ford’s struggle of introducing the automobile into a world
that knew only of horse and carriage.
“It’s true there has been some strong
criticism of Bitcoin and, like any
new innovation, it should be scrutinized carefully. The entire industry
is very young which means it’s expe-

riencing growing pains,” Cary said.
“Bitcoin is prone to fast value changes, but what I do know is
that my career and job didn’t exist 3 years ago, and now there’s
an enormous amount of human
and financial capital moving into
this industry. The rate of technical
change is accelerating. To be naive
of this new phenomenon and simply dismiss it would be unwise.”
The network’s stability relies on the
acceptance and support of its users.
Bitcoin has risks that are inherent to any innovative and groundbreaking idea, technological or

otherwise, but the financial prospects are thought to be exponential.
“For the first time in the world
someone who has a smart phone can
be their own bank. There’s no waiting
period or credit check. No minimum
account balance. You don’t have to
prove you’re employed,” Cary said.
“The 2.5 billion unbanked people on planet earth [now] have access to the same financial services
as a fortune 500 CEO… I’m hopeful [that] in the future more universities will follow UPS’ lead
and one day start to accept Bitcoin for more than just donations.”

PHOTO COURTESY / PETER DAVIDSON

to other plant material on campus is you need to look at performing tasks today that
has
affect 50-100 years out,” Joe Kovolyan, Manager of Grounds, said.
Puget Sound is home to a variety of
trees, with size and species ranging
from the Autumn-Blooming Cherry
trees by Wheelock to the Giant Sequoia towering over them. Each variation in tree species means different
techniques for their maintenance.
“Different species of trees have dif-

BITCOIN
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as well. On Feb. 28, Mt. Gox, a major Bitcoin exchange located in Japan, filed for bankruptcy, having
reportedly lost more than 850,000
Bitcoins (approximately $450 million) in a devastating network hack.
“There’s no fraud insurance.
If someone takes your Bitcoins
and uses them, there’s no authority to give you those Bitcoins
back,”
Johnson
said.
“The value of Bitcoin, unlike
the U.S. dollar, isn’t partially in-

“It’s a little bit ironic, that a lot of people are outfitting themselves in rainbows from the U.S. and
places like that where marriage equality isn’t legal in every state. And yet they’re kinda parading around Russia wearing rainbows, kinda saying, like, ‘Oh, we support it!” ” -Emma Christen

Where to find
The Tr ail
Black Bear Yogurt
BlueBeard Coffee
Cafe Brousseau
Metronome coffee
Shakabrah Java
gibson’s frozen yogurt

“What is your opinion on the Sochi 2014 Olympics?”

“I understand there’s a lot of political
controversy, but to me it just seems
kind of not…I don’t think that Putin
is equivalent of all Russians.”
-Brendan Trosper

“I thought they were just a joy to
watch! I was one of those kids waking
up early in the morning to watch the
hockey games.”
-Tim Weston

“I’ve always thought of the Olympics as something to bring the world
together while people are trying to
tear it apart.”
-Jordan Anderson

PHOTOS COURTESY / MAKAAYLA CLANCY

The Weekly Log

Security Report
The following is a summary of incidents occurring on
campus - or the campus border - and reported to Security Services between February
25, 2014 and March 3, 2014:

·
Security staff responded
to a complaint from a student
who reported being sexually
assaulted by a known person
in a residence hall. The incident is under investigation.

·
Security staff responded to and investigated a report about a subject shoplifting in the Cellar.

· Residents of the Sigma Chi
fraternity reported the chapter was egged over the weekend. The incident cost several

The Puget Sound Trail

hundred dollars to clean up.
Crime

Prevention

Tips:

·
The use of “U-Bolt”
style locks to security bicycles is highly recommended. Remember to secure bicycles through the frame.
·

Do not leave valu-

ables in your vehicle – especially in plain view.
·
Always secure your room
or office area when unattended
·
Take advantage of the
Security Safety Escort Services by calling 253.879.3311.
This service is available 24/7.

1 0 9 5 Wh e e l o c k S t u d e n t C e nter, Ta co m a , WA 98416- 1095 | ( 253) 879.3197
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Learning to embrace the religious community
By GRACE WITHERELL

Oftentimes it is difficult to give
something a second chance when
it is easier and more comfortable to
resign oneself to a pre-established
opinion.
For example, it is difficult for me
to overcome my opinion that Colin
Firth is a terrible actor, because the
first movie I ever saw him in was
the horror movie Trauma. From
what I know, he is a great actor and
people love him, but I just can’t
get past the terrible experience of
watching that movie.
This applies to what I believe to
be true of the Puget Sound campus’
attitudes towards religion.
Puget Sound, as an academic institution comprised of brilliant,
passionate and open-minded individuals, does not always have the
most open-minded opinions of religion and religious life.
Campus religious life is perceived to be much smaller than it is,
despite the fact that there are over
20 established religious groups on
campus.
Puget Sound no longer affiliates
itself with any one religion or level
of religious observance, and some
people may consider the small
presence of religious groups on
campus to be a positive attribute.
However, according to the Pew
Research Religious Landscape Survey, as of 2010, nearly 84 percent of
the adults in the United States are
religiously affiliated. Out of that 84
percent, 78.4 percent are affiliated
with a sub denomination of Christianity.
Considering the prevalence of
religion in this country, I believe
being well versed on the subject of
religion is crucial to embracing the
greater campus community, as well
as participating in a large portion
of modern society.
If the idea of dogma repels you
from religious institutions, a classroom setting can be the answer.
By taking a religions course, one’s
own beliefs won’t be questioned,
and religion can be learned about
objectively without the fear that
someone is going to try and shove
their ideology down your throat.
That isn’t to say a religions class
should become a part of Puget
Sound’s core requirements, but if
someone finds the idea of religions
in general particularly abhorrent,
taking a course to get informed and
exposing oneself to different religious ideologies is a good first step.

It is also important to participate in on-campus religious activities outside of the academic setting, in order to challenge what you
know and go outside of your comfort zone.
The problem with classroom-level involvement is the lack of participation in/affiliation with a larger
religious community.
I struggled with the idea of inserting myself into a group of likeminded religious people, and initially found the idea of a greater
religious community intimidating.
I was worried that due to my religious affiliation, or lack thereof,
I was going to be misunderstood,
alienated and ignored. However,
my preconceived notions prevented me from looking past the stereotypes I had of religious groups,
and I realized unless I put myself
out there I would never really know
what our campus religious community was all about.
After taking Professor Erika Martin’s Religions of the Book
course, and at the urgings of a
friend already involved in religious
life on campus, I started attending

an interdenominational Christian
group that engages in interfaith dialogue on campus, Lighthouse.
Unlike my first time watching
Firth act in a movie, my first experience with Lighthouse was intriguing and I liked it enough to
continue going until it became a
part of my weekly ritual.
Every Tuesday night I would not
only learn more and more about
the Bible, but also about the people who attended Lighthouse. Danielle Bender, a junior who considers herself a Christian, finds great
value in an open religious community that engages everyone, not just
other religious peoples.
“Individuals have a generalized
idea of what kinds of people they
think are a part of different religions,” Bender said.
“I think it is very valuable to actually get to know the hearts behind the people who have certain
beliefs, before conceptualizing
them or generalize them as people
with certain judgments.”
After participating and making
connections with the people of that
community, I realized the value of

giving something a second chance
and learning to accept and love the
people around me, regardless of
what they believed in.
In 2013, Beth Onaga, a junior, attended her first Lighthouse event—
a three-day-long women’s retreat
called Estrofest.
Onaga considers herself agnostic, and has had a negative association with religion due to past experiences. Even so, Onaga chose to go
out of her comfort zone to attend
this retreat.
This experience was beneficial
enough to make her want to attend the spring 2014 Estrofest just
this past week, and I asked her what
made her want to attend the retreat
a second time.
“Although I felt like some of the
topics discussed [at the retreat]
didn’t and couldn’t apply to me, I
was amazed at how comfortable I
felt,” Onaga said.
“My past experience with religion has been being forced to believe and perform things that I
didn’t necessarily agree with or felt
comfortable with. But at Estrofest
I felt like other people’s opinions

and beliefs weren’t pushed on me.
You could chose to or chose not to
talk about religion or other faith
based things and I really appreciated that.”
People will say ‘I tolerate Christians/Jews/Muslims/etc.’ but is that
constructive? Does that build a
strong community? Do people who
participate in religious groups want
to have their beliefs ‘tolerated?’
I would have to say no.
Religious tolerance is about doing one’s best to overcome preconceived opinions and notions, and
to come to an understanding that
just like with most ‘institutions’, the
whole religious community is what
creates the stereotypes and the outliers create the controversy. Despite
this, the religious community is
comprised of mindful individuals
that want to be respected just like
everyone else, and want to thrive in
a loving community.
In the end I never overcame my
dislike for Firth, but I overcame
something much bigger. I overcame my religious tolerance, and
learned to love.

PHOTO COURTESY/CODY LAIL

Friendship: Tolerance means more than just acceptance of different beliefs—it means embracing and loving others.

More foreign language requirements and their benefits
By BECCA DUNCAN
There is nothing more practical (or classier), than being able to
speak more than one language. Bior multi-lingualism gives graduates
more opportunities than monolingual students. And they will sound
sophisticated while opening those
doors.
To graduate, Puget Sound requires students to take at least two
semesters of foreign language at the
100 level, or one semester at the 200
level. Alternately, those who score a
four or five on an Advanced Placement exam or a passing grade on a
proficiency test can bypass the requirement entirely.
Realistically, what can two semesters of a foreign language achieve for
a student?
At the 100 level, students only
learn the very basics of grammar
and vocabulary. One year is also not
enough to develop a passable accent. Once the requirement is completed, without further exposure to
the target language, students forget
what they learned very quickly.

On the other hand, four years of
language courses could improve
students’ conversational ability at
the level that would be useful acquiring almost any job there is.
Organizations as prestigious as
the State Department, the CIA and
the FBI are keen on bilingual applicants who can work internationally.
High-profile companies like Amazon and Apple offer numerous jobs
for Portuguese, Korean and Chinese
speakers in translation, which can
pay salaries upwards of $600,000
per year.
Not only that, but learning a different language improves the learner’s native language as well.
Romance languages like English,
French and Spanish, for example,
are all so closely related that learning one can improve skills in another.
According to the American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages, speaking a second language can also improve academic
performance.
A study showed that students who
studied Spanish three times a week

for 30 minutes scored much higher on math and language tests than
students who studied only English.
“Studying a language will build
your overall language abilities and
strengthen your skills in interpretation and understanding. Learning
the grammar of another language
is an important way to get a better handle on grammar in general,”
Russell Berman of CNN wrote.
“Expanding your foreign language vocabulary helps you think
about words and their meanings in
complex ways.”
“J’ai appris le français parce que
je voulais comprendre la culture,
et certainement la langue est la clé
de la culture et de toutes ses spécificités,” (“I learned French because
I wanted to understand the culture,
and language is certainly the key to

culture and all of its components”)
Pilar Fuentes, a translator for the
United Nations in Geneva, said.
Realistically, languages will never be the first priority for someone
not majoring in them, simply because a science student, for example, will focus on getting their science credits done, while languages
take the backseat. Students are busy
with classes and extracurriculars,
and many do not have extra time to
devote to another language.
However, that same science student could greatly benefit from
learning German, as many science
journals publish in German. Why
not institute language classes a few
times a week that can offer at least
some instruction without quite the
commitment?
Consistent study of a language

over four years—even without outof-class work—can go a long way towards fluency, and fluency can go a
long way towards getting and keeping a desirable job.
It would be unreasonable to assume that students can make time
for a full language class every semester, but cutting out the heavy
out-of-class workload could give
rise to a class that is both useful and
(hopefully) enjoyable.
Imagine the sheer amount of culture that would emanate from the
University if every student was at
least passably bilingual; not only
would Puget Sound become the
classiest university on the West
Coast, students here would become
the most employable students in the
nation.

Want your opinion to be heard?

If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit
our website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
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Puget Sound education, worthy charity
By IDA DUNN-MOORE

As of the end of February, the
One of a Kind campaign has raised
110 million dollars.
The campaign, with its 125 million dollar fundraising goal, seeks
to increase financial aid and improve our already beautiful campus. These projects include the
newly built Commencement Hall
and Weyerhaeuser Hall, as well as
the upcoming aquatic center and
soon-to-be-finished expansion of
Wheelock Student Center.
That is a lot of money for a school
with only 2,600 students.
As it stands, the University of
Puget Sound already offers a stellar education in very nice facilities staffed by outstanding faculty.
Right now, already 9 out of 10 students receive some form of financial aid. Could all this money be
put to better use?
Philanthropy ranges from donating to combat hunger issues
domestically, clean water issues
internationally, equal rights opportunities and private university
endowments. Is our need for nicer facilities on campus really stronger than the need for clean water,
healthy food or shelter in impoverished communities worldwide?
There is no straight answer.
Obviously, the need for funds in
a university is less pertinent than

other issues, but that does not
mean they are not important.
According to the National Philanthropic Trust, in 2012 there were
312 billion dollars of philanthropic donation. In relation to overall charitable giving, the One of a
Kind campaign’s goal seems less
outlandish and appears reasonable
in scale.
Thus, even though hundreds of
millions of dollars to private universities may seem exorbitant, the
high numbers are not in isolation.
Huge amounts of funds are going
to other more pressing issues.
An anonymous student proposed that a small portion of alumni donations to the University be
used for a charitable fund. This
charitable fund would involve students in the decision making process.
Not only would this narrow the
difference between donating to private universities and other charities, it would empower students to
become more involved with issues
external to daily campus life.
Additionally, the alumni funding
for universities is important, both
in terms of financial aid and campus improvement.
Every student’s tuition only covers about 80 percent of the university’s overhead. Alumni support
fills in those gaps.
The portion of the endowment

going to financial aid is important because it diversifies our student body. Without financial aid,
universities such as the University
of Puget Sound would be limited
to students from well-off families
who could afford to pay full tuition.
Alumni donations increase the accessibility of higher education.
In terms of campus improvement, alumni are important because education is a competitive
industry. Having access to new lab
equipment, funding fellowships in
specific areas of study and recruiting high quality professors helps
keep the Puget Sound education
cutting-edge.
All this money, in the end, is really about the students. The cost is
high, but so is the payout.
According to the University of
Puget Sound’s website, “the Campaign for [the] University of Puget
Sound supports our one-of-a-kind,
pioneering spirit, making it possible for another generation of Puget
Sound graduates to realize their
full potential in building the best
and brightest future imaginable.”
A University of Puget Sound
education empowers students to
make positive change in themselves and in the world, and this
education is enabled by alumni
support.
Fortunately for us, President
Thomas believes wholeheartedly

that the investment in higher education is a worthwhile one. To understand this, we must not focus
solely on financial terms.
The U.S. News and World Report
ranks colleges partially on alumni participation and funding, and
now President Barack Obama seeks
to measure colleges by graduates’
first year salaries. These methods
are restrictive and contradictory to
the purpose of higher education.
For the financial investment to
be recouped, it will not necessarily
be in financial terms.
Higher education transforms
students into productive members
of their community. These benefits
may be measured in terms of a student’s self-discovery and pursuits
of fields that may be more worthwhile than profitable.
For example, there are countless careers in education, charitable
work, the government sector and
scientific research that may not pay
well but nonetheless benefit the society at large.
Educations like ours at the University of Puget Sound create productive world citizens. One only
needs to look at an example such as
alumni participation in the Peace
Corps to realize that a good education, supported by alumni funding,
molds students who are needed in
society.

Proposition to split California unpromising
By ANGELICA SPEARWOMAN

Silicon Valley venture capitalist
Tim Draper is spearheading a plan
to split California into six states.
He has until July 18, 2014 to collect 807,615 signatures for a ballot
initiative that could reach voters
by November 2016.
According to The Washington
Times, “when you have a government that is this big, there are too
many interests that the people
who govern are trying to manage,”
Draper said.
“Those people are doing something that I think is just too much.
You’re trying to do too much for
everyone, and by doing so, you’re
really not getting anything done.”
Draper strongly believes that
California is ungovernable and
this division will be better for California as a whole.
As stated on theblaze.com, the
new states would include Silicon
Valley, South California, West California, Central California, North
California and Jefferson, if the
proposal is ultimately approved.
According to marketwatch.
com, “the entrepreneur told Tech
Crunch he’s pushing the plan for
several reasons, notably so that the
state’s 38 million people can gain
more representation in the U.S.
Senate.”
In addition, “even if the measure passes, Congress, under the
U.S. Constitution, would have final say on six states. Six individual states would give California 12
Senate seats.”
There appears to be some political and economic gains from
this proposal. In an interview with
ABC News, “it is more and more
difficult for Sacramento to keep
up with the social issues from the
various regions of California,”
Draper told ABC News.
“With six Californias, people
will be closer to their state governments, and states can get a re-

fresh.”
With so many different beliefs
and needs, a six state California
has the potential to give everyone
more of a voice.
For example, California is having a very hard time passing a
budget.
Some regions want to spend
more money on education while
others want to spend more on border-politics and immigration issues. With six individual states,
government will have a much easier time passing budgets and allowing for people’s needs to be met.
Despite his benefits, there are
some distressing issues that would
arise if this proposal did pass.
The main one is that California
will no longer exist as the iconic
state it is.
California is known for its history and culture and this proposal would dismiss all that California is.
Instead, it will be broken up into
six random states and somehow
Draper believes that this will solve
all of California’s problems.
States have problems; it’s inevitable. While there are clear benefits, there are also obvious downsides.
As a large number of students at
Puget Sound are from California,
so there was much to be said on
this topic around campus.
Freshman and San Francisco native Mary Ferreira-Wallace claims,
“I don’t want to live in a different
state from my friends. I honestly
don’t see what the benefit would
be of dividing California into six
individual states. We’re having
some problems, but all states do.”
In response to how this change
would affect students at Puget
Sound, Ferreira-Wallace asserted,
“I think the Californians at Puget
Sound would be pissed. People
don’t want to be from some random state. It would really affect
our identities and sense of indi-

viduality. Saying you are from California means something to people. This change would take that
meaning away.”
It is not only Californian politics that are at stake, but also Californian identity and state pride

that Draper’s proposition threatens to change.
Despite the benefits of localizing government, changing what
it means to be Californian is not
worth the change.

trailops@pugetsound.edu

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
To the editor,
On February 28, The Trail ran
an article by Becca Duncan responding to an article I had written in Wetlands Magazine where
I argued that Greek Life is inherently heteronormative, exclusionary, elitist, secretive and that
many queers on this campus feel
unsafe around members of Greek
Life.
There have been a number of
responses by members of Greek
Life now and in multiple forums. I
am not persuaded by any of them.
In fact, most of the responses convince me of the need for more critique of Greek Life on this campus. Why would I think that?
Almost all of the responses I have
seen in writing or heard in person
rely on one argument: things are
different here.
Are they really so different here,
though? Why do we think our
campus would be special? Doesn’t
literally every student Greek organization think this about itself?
The Feb. 28th article is a parody of itself: “[Greek] houses at the
University [of Puget Sound] do
not discriminate. Sexual orientation and gender identity play no
role in the rush process.”
This is not what good faith dialogue sounds like. This is not
what it means to listen to criticism
and respond meaningfully. This
is what denial sounds like. When
queer people are telling you that
they feel excluded or unwelcome
in a space and they feel that their
queerness is in part the reason for
that exclusion then sexual orientation and gender identity are by
definition playing a role in the
rush process whether you want to
believe it or not. The Trail’s February 28th article expresses an
unlimited faith in the redemptive
power of Greek Life to fix what
is wrong with Greek Life; in fact,
reading the article, I was left with
the awkward feeling that I was being used as part of some Greek
Life public service announcement. I think this is awkward because no part of the Trail article
responded or made an effort to respond to the substance of my critique, which is that Greek Life is
heterosexist and that heterosexism is foundational to Greek Life.
What does this mean? This
means that Greek Life and its
members are embrocated within a larger structure of gender
and sexuality that systematically privileges and protects straight
or straight-acting people and excludes, whether consciously or
not, many queer and other gender
non-conforming people. If you
want to have community dialogue
and actually listen to some queers
for once then that means responding to our criticisms instead of
putting a rainbow lapel pin next
to your Greek letters and pretending that suddenly now we’re girlfriends. We’re not. There’s not
any reason we should play cute
here. Some of us queers are people
that you people in Greek life have
made feel unwelcome and until
that condition of feeling unwelcome changes, we won’t be having
a good faith dialogue.
Sincerely,
C.J. Queirolo
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HEY YOU! Sole hot ginger boy
on this campus, let’s find out if
ginger+ginger=fire.
HEY YOU! Ron Thom, I still think
that you’re a vampire.
HEY YOU! Seniors living on
North 13th Street, congratulations
on getting your Christmas tree
out before St. Patrick’s Day. That
thing looked like it was about to
spontaneously combust.

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions or Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.

HEY YOU! ASUPS Prez candidate, you’re a hottie. Next year it’ll
be the boys sending the Hey You’s!

HEY YOU! Hot geology girl, I
know that you’re dating a bunch of
rocks. You wanna date me too?

HEY YOU! Wyoming R.A., I’ve
been a naughty girl. Why don’t you
come to my room and punish me?

HEY YOU! I want my back hair
back!

HEY YOU! Hot geo resource
room gals, does the stone massage
offer still stand?

HEY YOU! Why does Diversions
burn their espresso while Opp
does not?
HEY YOU! Real life sucks. Don’t
graduate. Love—an alumni

HEY YOU! You know that thing
you did? My nipples are STILL
hard!
HEY YOU! Underground Sound
members, awesome shindig last
weekend. Let’s get crazier next
time ;)

HEY YOU! English major reading
outside in the rain, you don’t look
particularly poetic or deep. Just
wet and dumb.

HEY YOU! Alum who showed up
for the Nicolas Cage marathon, I’d
like to cover you in my bees.
HEY YOU! Let’s tickle each other!

HEY YOU! Guy making music
on his laptop in the piano lounge,
those are some sick beats. When’s
the album coming out?
HEY YOU! Guys jamming in
Commencement, keep on rockin’.
It sounds great.
HEY YOU! Glass blowing junior,
what else can you blow?
HEY YOU! All of the kids studying abroad this semester, we
haven’t forgotten about you!
HEY YOU! Old man neighbor,
why do you feed the crows every
morning?!

HEY YOU! Northwest Sounds and
KUPS is bringing a sweet hip-hop
show to Club Rendezvous tomorrow night (3/8) at 8:00 p.m. Be
there to see some Tacoma favorites—The Breaklites, Rockwell
Powers and Perry Porter. Gonna
be groovy!

HEY YOU! Cool grill guy, thanks
for the free order of french fries.
Could you tell that I was blazed af?
I bet you could.

HEY YOU! Dingus! Go to formal
with me? XOXO, GG

HEY YOU! Why is everybody on
campus so sick all of a sudden?
Did somebody sneeze on the burrito bar?

HEY YOU! Metalheads, learn how
to mosh properly. It’s important.
HEY YOU! Maybe we could express ourselves more fully if we say
it without words.
HEY YOU! Boy wearing leggings,
you best pull over cuz dat ass is
too fat.

HEY YOU! Pac-Rim burrito station girl, I think you’re cute. Can
you tell?

HEY YOU! Little, so glad to have
you in the glam fam!!! Xoxoxo
HEY YOU! Blonde religion girl,
the power of Christ is compelling
me to get in dat ass.
HEY YOU! Boys in the yard, I
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heard that you guys like milkshakes?
HEY YOU! Professor with the red
Westfalia. Wanna trade?
HEY YOU! Pitcher on the baseball
team, shave your ‘stache.
HEY YOU! Ginger hair, longing
stare, take you home, skin bare.
Leave me there, weight to bear, no
one knows, sticky prayer.
HEY YOU! PSA: If you have tattoos, I probably want to see you
naked.
HEY YOU! Drunk guy on the bus,
it’s 2 p.m. on a Monday.
HEY YOU! Girl in Diversions with
the Doc Martens, maybe you and I
could play Doc(tor) some time?
HEY YOU! Wixen and everybody else who made the consent
workshop happen, YOU ROCK!
It was a great presentation with a
message that everybody needs to
hear.
HEY YOU! Sober cellar employees, do you exist?
HEY YOU! Seattle, why are you so
far away? I miss your skyline.
HEY YOU! To the three freshman
I saw puking outside of a party on
Friday, get your act together.

Facebook provides dating in the 21st century
new gender options Tinder creates space to meet, hook-up,
By HARRY NApLeS

Earlier this month, tech giant
Facebook changed how its users are
able to identify in terms of their gender. As of Feb. 13, users in the U.S.
are now able to identify as one of 58
various options including the traditionally used male and female.
Some of the most recent examples
include identities such as Cis, Trans*,
Genderqueer, Pangender and Twospirit. Users are also now able to
select which pronouns they wish to
use. This means that instead of the
typical ‘he’ or ‘she’, people can now be
referred to as ‘they’.
The option to select one’s own
gender identifier and set of pronouns
does not heavily impact the wider
crowd of Facebook users. It does,
however, give a marginalized group
in our society a recognized status
within the world of social media.
It makes those who are pushed to
the borders of our social system recognizable on their own terms. This
matters to those who are often forced
to opt in to a gender binary system
where male and female are the only
accepted options. Because of the
push for inclusivity and increased
agency, it is an important step in our
country’s social history.
The move to include other identifiers also creates broader dialogue
within communities of people. The
change opens up space for individuals to discuss what gender means
to them. It also presents the idea of
a non-binary system of gender to a
group of people who might not be
aware of the abundance of different
ways to identify.
What’s more is that Facebook users are able to control exactly who
can view their gender identification
and pronoun settings. This means
that users will not have to fear being
unwillingly outed by their online activity.

Some might be inclined to question the motives of Facebook in
opening these options to users. The
move serves to make the web giant
an even larger part of people’s lives,
and give them access to more finely
targeted information about users. In
an economy rapidly shifting to information-based trading, this could be
viewed as a financially savvy move
on Facebook’s part.
The move certainly is in the company’s best financial interests, in that
it makes their product more accessible to a broader range of people. I
would argue, however, that it is also
in the best interest of its users. The
two goals are not necessarily incompatible.
“People are going to find a venue
to determine themselves by. It [Facebook] can be a powerful tool for selfexpression,” Ryan Coleman, a senior
Gender Studies minor, said.
Coleman shared his concerns over
the fact that the new identification
options are found under the dropdown menu ‘other’, while ‘male’ and
‘female’ remain listed on their own.
This means that users must deliberately search for their specific identifier and pronoun set, while male and
female are presented as primary options.
The increased diversity of options
allows for users to create a space
through which they can develop and
explore their gender identity. Anyone who is exploring their gender
has now for the first time a platform
that spans almost all social and economic levels.
People wanting to find a group
they can identify with can do so
with ease. This means that you can
connect with different communities
online and find validation and solidarity with a larger group, where you
may not be able to in your everyday
life.

chat, laugh and anything in between
By SHANIA TwAT
“:)”
“Hey so what’s your story?”
“You are really cute. Like in a
genuine way not a tinder way”
“Hi! You’re really cute. We
should hang out sometime!”
“So I sort of have a crush on
(you)?”
“Steven Hawking, me, Hitler.
You have to choose. Mary one, kill
one, fuck one. Go!”
“Hey ms tinderella!”
“You look like you need some
love”
“Woah, yes please.”
“I want to blow in ya butthole
and make your ears wiggle!”
“I want to be on you”
“I fuck you”
In November, a friend of mine
showed me this funny app while
we were eating lunch.
You are presented with a picture
of a person of whatever gender
you are attracted to and you can
press a button indicating that you
think they are cute or you don’t.
If a person that you decide is
cute also thinks you are cute, you
are matched and have the option
of messaging them.
Have you figured out what it is
yet? I imagine many of you reading this, nodding your heads with
a smirk on your face.
If not, that’s okay, you’re not
missing out. It’s called Tinder, a
‘dating’ app that has been slowly
picking up popularity among an
alarmingly wide age range of 1850+ year olds (age is but a number,
right?), and evidently in both the
U.S. and Canada.
There are many themes I
have notice in my experience on

Tinder: hockey players, guys with
fishing pictures, servicemen, and
Puget Sound students. Yes. I have
come across a few of you, boys. It
seems that the dating scene, hookup culture, and just plain meeting
new people on this campus has
become unsatisfying for many students, including myself, causing
us to turn to technology and the
people within a 1-100 mile radius.
Knowing several people who
have Tinder, I wanted to find out
why some of them had this app.
The trend of why they have it or
why people in general may have
it was for an ego-boost, which, if
we’re going to be honest, is pretty
spot on. “When you get “matched”
with someone who is clearly hotter
than you, it makes you feel good,”
one of my friends said.
Another very honest friend who
said they would not date someone
they met on Tinder, but would
casually hook up with someone
said “I think the point of Tinder is
rather clear, isn’t it?”
So what does this say about
us? Are we putting ourselves in
danger by meeting random people
we don’t know at all, materializing
relationships through artificial
means, or utilizing the tools we
have to adjust to the twenty-first
century?
A friend of mine said something
that got me thinking: “I think people are on Tinder for several different reasons. Some people go on
it as an ego boost, some might be
frustrated with “real-life” dating
and use the app to find a relationship, and some probably look for
an easy hook up. I think it’s a sort
of unnatural or inauthentic means
for people to meet; people have

a false sense of confidence when
they have the safety net of a screen
in front of them. Because of this, I
find it hard to believe that genuine connections happen often. The
notion of online dating detracts
from the romantic (and perhaps
overly optimistic) idea of meeting
someone organically and forming
a meaningful relationship over
time. It’s weird.”

“When you get ‘matched’
with someone who is
clearly hotter than you, it
makes you feel good.”
While we consider our generation’s alternatives to natural
interactions, here are a few more
funny messages people’s matches
have said to them:
“Why haven’t I bent you over the
table yet?”
“I think you’re cute... if we were
in kindergarten I would definitely
be the bully who smudged your
finger painting :) how’s it going
[name omitted?]”
“You got big lips, I bet you have
a big dick too “
“Hey sunshine would you be
interested in getting together and
fucking right now? Because I find
you very sexy/attractive and I
think we both would get a lot of
enjoyment from me being inside
you”
So, if you’re looking for a
laugh, a date, or someone new to
talk to, join the movement and
download Tinder. You really won’t
be bored, but maybe a little disappointed.
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Civil Rights and Peace: BSU hosts moving poetry reading
By AUDREY KAUFMAN

T

hough we often associate February with candy
hearts, cold weather and
influenza, some may forget that it
is also Black History Month. The
University of Puget Sound’s Black
Student Union (BSU) has assuredly not forgotten.
The club held a poetry reading entitled “Civil Rights and
Peace” on Feb. 24, in Commencement Hall’s Tahoma Room. The
event was sponsored by the BSU,
the University’s African American
Studies department, the Resident
Student Association and the Spoken Word and Poetry Club.
At around 5:30 p.m., the students began to climb out of their
seats and approach the front of the
room, clutching poems in their
hands. They read off paper and off
smartphones. They read personal
poems, as well as poems by Maya
Angelou and Ishmael Reed.
The most popular poets seemed
to be Nikki Giovanni and Langston Hughes. Most of the poems
were written by black authors, in
honor of Black History Month.
One student performed a poem
by Nikki Giovanni entitled “Nikki Rosa,” reading off a printed-out
page.
“I really hope no white person
ever has a cause to write about me,
because they never understand,”
she said.

Following “Nikki Rosa” was
an original poem that traced the
chain of emotions one student feels
while listening to a track from Tupac Shakur. Another student read
an original poem about interracial
love and relationships. When he
finished reading, he kissed a girl
who was sitting in the second row.
Halfway through the event, the
stream of poets was interrupted by
a man named Brian Minalga. He
was not a poet, but a Peace Corps
volunteer. He gave a Powerpoint
presentation about his experience
in the Peace Corps and his time in
Africa, where he worked in youth
development as a schoolteacher and community worker, first
in Niger, West Africa and later in
Namibia, South Africa. He spoke
about how he celebrated Black
History Month with his own students in Africa and how he helped
empower the young women there
through poetry.
Minalga compared the mission
of the Peace Corps to that of Puget
Sound’s own Black Student Union.
As shown by the Powerpoint slide
“Our Mission” and reiterated by
Minalga, the Peace Corps seeks
to promote cultural exchange,
friendship and peace.
Minalga reiterated that the BSU
is important for this very reason.
He read a poem in the West African language Zarma (one of four
languages that he speaks) and
translated it into English, as his

PHOTOSCOURTESY/DYLAN WITWICKI

Poetry reading: Students approached the front of the room to read both poems by famous
authors like Langston Hughes and original poems.
own contribution to the poetry
slam.
While there are currently no upcoming events for BSU, the club is
excited to present a new scholarship opportunity this spring. The
BSU scholarship, entitled “One
More,” hopes to add more minority representation to the University

of Puget Sound’s campus.
“One More” is the first scholarship of its kind to be offered
through Puget Sound. BSU leadership hopes to officially announce
the scholarship this spring.
Also premiering this spring is
the club’s literary magazine Black
Ice. The BSU-run magazine will

celebrate the work of students,
faculty and community members,
with a collection of narratives pertaining to race relations.
Send artwork, prose, essays,
short stories and poetry (anything
in print form) to zine.bsu.ups@
gmail.com by March 8 if you are
interested in contributing.

Student-run economics blog picks up steam
By ADA SMITH

S

ound Economics, the student economics blog, offers
students of all disciplines a
simple, quick and easy access to the
world of economics.
It was started last semester by
Andrew Monaco, Assistant Director of the Economics Department,
in a few week trial run. The blog
picked up steam this semester and
is looking to broaden its readership.
Monaco started the blog partially because of the rate at which economic conversations happen in the
economic world on a day-to-day
basis.
“I got here in August and I started to meet our students and I realized that, especially the econ students, they’re really interested in
what’s going on… and they have
things to say. I wanted them to have
an outlet, to have a forum where we
talk about those things that interest
them,” Monaco said.
While the blog name and subject
may imply that only Economics
students will be interested, Monaco and the writers of the blog write
for the entirety of the student body.
“I think economics has a reputation for being somewhat rigorous
and either boring or tough to understand or tough to get into because I don’t know what they are
talking about, but we see the economics blog as kind of an everyday
economics blog, so we can read a
little article each day and you can
get a little bit of an idea of what’s
happening here and there,” Monaco said.
In fact, the blog purposefully targets students outside of the Economics Department.
“Our goal at Sound Economics is
to make economic terms and language a little easier and accessible
to non-econ students,” Holly Ross,
a Sound Economics writer, said.
The student writers pick topics
that they believe will be interesting and relevant to the lives of their
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Economics Blog: Assistant Director of the Economics
Department Andrew Monaco started Sound Economics, a blog
featuring the writings of student bloggers, last semester.

peers. Some of the articles have
ranged from the controversy of the
minimum wage to Bitcoin to financial aid for students.
“I just write about what I find
interesting,” Matthew Moreno, a
Sound Economics blogger, said.
While the student bloggers share
an interest in economics, they are
also passionate about sharing what
they love with the student body.
“We just want economic theory

more accessible because it can be
applied to so many different ideas,”
Collin Hoover, one of the Sound
Economics writer, said.
The ways in which economics
can be applied can be a bit arbitrary
for students who have never taken
an economics course in their life,
but Ross pointed out that anything
from water to YouTube can and
does have economic implications.
“People always think of econom-

ics as money, currency, buying
things; but we can also look at road
safety and health and the impacts it
has on a nation,” Jared Soares, another Sound Economics blogger,
said.
The Sound Economics blog is always trying to help students understand and discover ways in which
economics can at least unravel
some of the mysteries that we encounter in everyday life.
“Sometimes just having a small
economic tool kit to help you see
the world a little bit differently and
answer some of those questions
that bug you in your head,” Monaco said.
In addition to wanting to expand
their readership, the people working to make Sound Economics possible are also trying to expand their
own numbers.
“We are always looking for new
writers,” Monaco said. The blog
currently has six student writers
contributing on a weekly basis and
a faculty member (Monaco) who
monitors the blog.
The blog is open to anyone who
is interested in economics. “You
don’t have to be an econ major to
write for the blog,” Monaco said.
Currently, the blog has a wide
range of students from seniors who
are working on their theses for Economics to freshmen who only have
a semester of Econ 170 under their
belts.
The only requirement to being a
writer is that you are interested or
want to become interested in economics.
“I really like econ but I was uninvested. I didn’t keep up with economics outside of the classroom
and so I thought joining Sound
Econ would encourage me to explore more topics outside of class,”
Ross said.
“It’s an opportunity for students
to cultivate our own interest and
the amount of reading that we are
doing in current events and also to
share interesting tidbits with the
general public,” Moreno said.

The blog also give students the
opportunity to engage in dialogue
with each other; it is not uncommon for students to write articles in
response to what a peer may have
written last week, bringing new information to light or offering their
own opinion.
Check out Sound Economics at
http://blogs.pugetsound.edu/econ/
and follow them on Facebook,
Twitter and Tumblr or sign up for
their email list to be notified when
a new article is posted.
If any students are interested in
becoming writers for the blog, simply visit the page and look for the
drop down menu labeled ‘Economics Students Opportunities’, select
‘Write for Sound Economics’ and
fill out a brief form.

Logger
Action of
the Week:

Te l l som eon e
you r story.

Theme of the
month: Stories
If you have any
questions about the
movement contact
aloha@pugetsound.edu
or message us on FB,
Instagram, or twitter
@UPSAlohaMovement
Debriefs: Fridays. 3
PM. Piano Lounge.
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alt break to serve Tacoma entrepreneur column:
gabbing with gibson’s
and address food justice
By NICHOLe HINe
Alternative Break (“Alt Break” for
short) is a unique service immersion program hosted by the Department of Spirituality, Service & Social Justice during the fall and spring
breaks. This year, Alt Spring Break
has the theme of Sustainable Food
Justice.
“We will spend the first half of
spring break exploring the successes, issues, and impacts of America’s
food system, locally and nationwide,”
project leader Jasmine Kaneshiro
and Assistant Director for Spirituality, Service & Social Justice Sarah
Shives said.
Alt Break will include workshops,
guest speakers and service projects.
The workshops will discuss a wide
variety of topics, including food
sovereignty, community gardens,
food forests, food banks, food deserts, fair trade, gleaning and farmers markets. For the service projects,
Alt Break participants will be working with various Tacoma community partners, including Hilltop Urban Gardens (HUG), Harvest Pierce
County and Emergency Food Network.
“We chose our topic [Sustainable
Food Justice] because there is a lot of
momentum and interest around Sustainable Food Justice both on and off
campus,” Kaneshiro and Shives said.
“[And] there are already a lot of campus and community groups addressing various subtopics around sustainability, food and social justice,

but not everyone is making connections between them.”
Kaneshiro and Shives want to engage their participants in the issues
that they talk about.
“We believe that awareness and
education are only two small parts of
being active citizens,” they said. They
are partnering with local organizations for the opportunity to do community service projects. Their efforts
help out these sometimes understaffed and underfunded programs.

“ We will spend the first
half of spring break
exploring the successes,
issues, and impacts of
america’s food system,
locally and nationwide ”
—Jasmine Kaneshiro and
Sarah Shives

Alt Break started during the 20062007 school year. Kate Cohn and
Dave Wright, two alums, began a
program that evolved into what
is currently known as Alternative
Break. They started out with a small
program consisting of 12 juniors and
seniors who were interested in nonprofit leadership. This group ended
up having a great four-day program
where they did a variety of volunteer
projects but also met with a range
of local directors, fundraisers and

others in the professional nonprofit
world.
Puget Sound students are very interested in Sustainable Food Justice,
according to Kaneshiro and Shives.
“Because this is an opportunity for
students with various levels of familiarity and previous engagement to
really dig into Sustainable Food Justice, it is a very accessible opportunity,” Kaneshiro and Shives said. “Also,
food [in both production & consumption] is relevant to everyone
and we all participate in our regional
and national food systems.”
Alternative breaks include lots of
meals and group bonding in addition to the interesting projects. Alt
Break is also only the first half of
spring break, so students have the
second half of spring break to enjoy
their time with their friends or family. There are about 15-20 students
who participate in each Alternative
Break.
Kaneshiro and Shives encourage
students to participate in Alt Break
this year for many reasons. “It’s a
great opportunity to get to know
people on campus and to engage
with local organizations,” they said.
“[You also] learn about Sustainable
Food Justice and think intentionally
about our impact in the world.”
Alt Break will take place from Sunday, Mar. 16 to Wednesday, Mar. 19.
The website for Alt Break is BIT.LY/
ALTBREAK14, and it includes a link
to registration. There is also a Facebook event if you would like to learn
more about Alt Break 2014.

guest lecturer explores elizabeth
catlett’s cultural identity in her art

PHOTO COURTESY/MAKAYLAA CLANCY

Art: Elizabeth Catlett’s “Negro Mother and Child” (1940) is
shown (above). Herzog discussed this sculpture along with
other pieces of Catlett’s.

By NICK LOUIe
Dedicated to the memory of
both important events and peoples
of the history of the African diaspora, Black History Month propagates celebration and remembrance
of black history. Here on campus,
there have been many events surrounding this national month of remembrance and appreciation.
Each of these events has been presented through a different medium,
including poetry, spoken word, a
classic blues and jazz concert and
more. Melanie Herzog, a professor
from Edgewood College in Madison, Wis., gave a lecture on Feb. 2
specifically about the art and works
of Elizabeth Catlett.
Herzog’s lecture, presented in a
beautiful slideshow of images of
Catlett’s work, discussed Catlett’s
life from start to finish and various
influences on her artwork. Known
for prints and sculpture, Catlett
combined characteristics of both
Mexican and African artwork—and,

in another way, abstract and realist
styles, accrediting her abstract influences to traditional African and Latin American art. She worked with
many different mediums, including
wood, metal, stone, linoleum and
watercolor, tempera and oil paints.
Central topics of Catlett’s artwork
include the relationship between
mother and child, the suffering of
the impoverished, unequal opportunity for African Americans and
later, Mexican children and the recent revolution.
In everything she created, Catlett
drew from personal experience and
believed that people could only connect with art that resembled them.
For instance, her first sculpture in
stone, a more realist work entitled
“Negro Mother and Child” (1940),
emphasized the importance of black
motherhood. In a sense, the piece is
a reflection of who she is, transcending simply the label of “artist” —as
a black woman and mother, it resonated deeply with her personal and
cultural identity.

She sculpted women because she
is a woman, and moreover, a black
woman in America. The piece, created for her senior thesis at the
University of Iowa, resulted in her
reception of a Master of Fine Arts—
one of the first students and African
American women to receive one.
The “Negro Mother and Child” went
on to be presented at the American
Negro Exposition in Chicago, where
she first gained fame.
Shortly after the Exposition,
Catlett began to increasingly entertain the influences of abstract art.
Making another set of sculptures,
similarly entitled “Mother and
Child” (1942-1944), she combined
aspects of both realist and abstract
art.
She initially worried how audiences would receive these works, as
she still focused on the idea that they
could more easily relate to artwork
that resembled themselves or their
lives in some way. However, her new
incorporation of abstract influences
became a medium of expression—
she was able to reflect the curves of
a body, the fluid and almost singular form of a mother holding a child
and even more so able to represent
the identities which she strove to depict.
In 1946, Catlett moved to Mexico,
drawn by the murals and sculpture
that came out of the Mexican Revolution. She soon became fascinated
with the Mexican identity, and inspired by prints from the Mexican
Revolution, created “I am the Negro
Woman” (1946-1947). In this work,
she used texture in order to portray
meaning and further the message of
her work.
She also created prints of Sojourner Truth and Harriet Tubman, combining aspects of Mexican
print with iconic African American

This weekly column is inspired by Tacoma Entrepreneur Network
(TEN). TEN is an intercollegiate network of members in Tacoma designed
to explore and build entrepreneurial careers, launched in 2011 by Professor Lynnette Claire. The focus is on exploring local organizations in the
SEA-TAC area.
Anyone can be an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurship uses working knowledge from every background of study. For those who haven’t found their
niche yet, are uncertain about what the future holds or have a multitude
of skills and nowhere to apply them, entrepreneurship could be the answer.

G

By NAKISHA ReNee JONeS
ibson’s Frozen Yogurt
was the first self-serve
frozen yogurt shop
in Tacoma, founded
by a life-long Tacoman, Jim Gibson, and his wife, Judy Jones. They
serve fresh, delicious yogurts and
toppings, as well as a full espresso
service. Judy Jones offered to talk
about what makes her company the
place it is today.
• How was it started? What inspired the creation of the company?
“Jim and I started our first yogurt shop in the Stadium District in
2011. Before then, Jim was working in the construction industry and
had some jobs in California for a
few months.
While there, he discovered selfserve frozen yogurt shops. The most
amazing thing about these shops is
that everyone there was positive,
creative and happy.
He wanted to bring this energy to
our home town of Tacoma. The idea
was to have a place where people
could gather and enjoy themselves
in the evenings—other than a bar
or club.
Since then, we’ve opened another
shop in the Westgate area and now
have the “First Froyo Foodtruck” in
the State of Washington—which has
been to the [Puget Sound] Campus
multiple times.
We always have some promotional piece going on each night—game
nights, movie nights, etc.”
• What makes it unique?
“While we were the first in Tacoma…our business model is to
stay with the basics: Gibson’s has always been very community focused,
delicious, fresh and varied products, clean environment, and the
FRIENDLIEST staff. Other places
may have more variety of flavors,
but they won’t have the community
heart like we do.
• What does it look for in employees?
“Because we pride ourselves on
the FRIENDLIEST staff, we look for
someone who genuinely cares about
people. For example, if someone
comes in and says their child has a
peanut allergy, our team member
might go in the back room and open
a fresh package of marshmallows
figures: an American subject with
Mexican stylings. In this way, she
connected with both Mexican and
African American audiences—both
were able to relate to her works and
find meaning within its subjects.
Another good example of this hybrid artwork can be seen in “Civil
Rights Congress” (1949), a seamless blend of Mexican and African
American topics. In this piece, an
African American judge and child
can be seen, paired with a hybrid
Klu Klux Klan-Spanish skeleton, a
cross and a noose. As was her intention, the work spoke to both communities.
Returning to her more primary
subjects of art, the African American identity, she created works such
as “Homage to My Young Black Sisters.” Based off of the iconic raised
fist demonstrated by Tommie Smith
and John Carlos at the 1968 Mexico

PHOTO COURTESY/JUDY JONES

Gibson’s: Founded by Jim
Gibson and Judy Jones in
2011, Gibson’s was the first
self-serve frozen yogurt shop
in Tacoma.
just to make sure there’s no peanuts
that might have inadvertently gotten
into the bins.
Our team members really work
hard to make every customer’s experience stellar at Gibson’s. There
is something new coming up all the
time, so our people must be able to
“think on their feet” and use their
best judgment.
They also need to be able to ‘see
messes.’ Yogurt is very messy and
the staff need to be able to know
when things need to be cleaned up.”
• How can students find out
more about employment opportunities?
“When we are hiring, we post it
on our Facebook pages and on our
website, as well as craigslist. We’ll
also put a sign up in our shops. In
the summer, we hire mostly college
students for the season—many return from previous summers.”
• What can students look forward to when visiting Gibson’s?
“It’s a great place to get a delicious treat and a great cup of coffee (we use another local favorite, Valhalla, as our coffee supplier)
or tea (Mad Hat Tea) and catch up
on some studying, play games with
friends or just hang out. We have
free WiFi. You’ll always leave Gibson’s happier than when you came
in.”

Olympics, it depicts the somewhat
abstract figure of a woman raising her fist as a symbol of pride and
strength. Catlett used wood in order
to accentuate the “brownness” of the
figure, and additionally, to emphasize the curves of a woman.
“She sculpted women of agency,”
Herzog said. “They are independent
and dignified.”
Catlett’s most famous final work,
shortly preceding her death in April
of 2012, was the 10-foot bronze statue of Mahalia Jackson, a famous
black Gospel singer known for her
civil rights activism and her power
and influence as a black woman. In
this work, Catlett’s various influences shine through the statue’s bronze
curves, upheld hands of strength
and movement, the abstract aspects
of her flowing clothes and the realist qualities in her face and stature.
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Loggers on the track for great improvement

PHOTO COURTESY/ELIZABETH KING

Spring track: Relay racers pass the baton to her teammate

By THOMAS OVERTON

T

he Loggers’ track and field
teams are on a consistent
path of improvement this
year setting and breaking multi-

ple records in the Puget Sound record book. The season began for
the Loggers in January at the University of Washington indoor meet.
Two athletes broke personal re-

cords at the meet on Jan. 18.
Alicia Burns (Spokane Valley,
Wash.) ran the 800 meter dash and
led the pack the whole way. She finished with a time of 2:21.96, destroying her school record by five
seconds. She finished the race in
fourth place overall with less than a
second between her and the second
place finisher.
Cameron Braithwaite (Port Angeles, Calif.) competed in the men’s
long jump and broke his personal
best with a distance of 5.98 meters,
which was .08 meters better than
his previous mark.
Braithwaite continued to impress at the University of Washington Invitational on Feb. 1 where
he racked up 4,095 points in seven events, breaking the school record set by Joe Cerne (Enumclaw,
Wash.) last season by 460 points.
On his way to the record, Braithwaite also recorded the third fastest time for the 60 meter dash and
the fifth fastest time in the 60 meter hurdles in Puget Sound history.
The Loggers came away from the
Vandal open with positive results
across the board as two indoor records were broken on Feb. 8. Burns
returned to the spotlight beating
her 800 meter time and breaking
the school record in the 4x400 meter race.
The relay squad led by Burns included Meg Gilbertson (Clackamas, Ore.), Mara Cummings

(Leavenworth, Wash.), and Melissa Motyer (Goleta, Calif.) and beat
the record with a time of 4:12.42.
The team took first in their heat and
fourth-best in their event. Burns
also beat her previous 800 meter
mark from the UW preview with a
time of 2:20.43. She came in third
place and beat a number of division
I and II athletes in the process.
Everett West (Anaheim, Calif.)
recorded the third-best 60 meter
dash time in Puget Sound history at the Vandal Open with a time
of 7.40. Logger teammate Braithwaite was hot on his heels, finishing only four-hundredths of a second behind West and claiming the
sixth fastest time in school history
as well.
Zal Robles (Templeton, Calif.)
competed in the 60 meter hurdles
and acquired the fifth-best time in
school history with a time of 10.43.
Field events were lead by Sunny
Lewis (Tacoma, Wash.) who earned
the fourth-best pole vaulting jump
in school history by clearing 10 feet
in height.
Chandler Breaux (Kent, Wash.)
took third-best in school history in
the shot put with a distance of 42
feet, 1.25 inches.
Competing in the high jump, David Lovitz (Portland, Ore.) cleared
a mark of 6 feet, .75 inches, moving into the fourth-highest mark in
school history.
The most recent meet at UW

on Feb. 16 saw two more records
broken by the Logger squad. Sean
Tyree (Minneapolis, Minn.) obliterated the mark for the 600 meter
dash with a time of 1:26.95, a whole
four seconds faster than the previous record set last year.
Burns continued to shine in her
favorite 800 meter run as she broke
her record for a third time since she
set the record in January.
She bested her previous time of
2:21.96 with a mark of 2:20.01.
Distance runners Josh Seekatz
(Philomath, Ore.) and Sierra Grunwald (Philomath, Ore.) took first
and second respectively in their
sections of the mile race.
Seekatz won with a time of
4:27,47 and Grunwald came in
second on the women’s side with
5:19.58.
West joined Seekatz in the winners circle by placing first in the 60
meter dash with a time of 7.31.
West also moved up one spot on
the 60 meter record list to second
place with this finish.
In the women’s 60 meter race Allanah Whitehall (Seattle, Wash.)
nearly broke the school record with
a time of 8.16, only .2 seconds off of
the record.
After an already impressive season, the Logger squad will have two
weeks break before they host their
annual Quad meet in Baker Stadium on Saturday March 1 at 11:00
a.m.

Men’s basketball makes it all the way to the
NWC Championship, but sadly comes short

PHOTO COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS
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Basketball: Logger basketball team ends with a fight. Left: Senior Dan Cheledinas for three. Middle: Junior Erin Barber takes the foul shot. Top right: Senior AJ Maw
goes up for the shot. Bottom right: Senior star Rex Nelson.

By ZOEY OLBUM
In a game against Whitman College Thursday Feb. 27 in Walla Walla, the men’s basketball team defeated the Whitman Missionaries 71:56.
After a grueling first half with Whitman in the lead and a challenging
beginning into the second half, the
Logger men took the lead with 1:40
left on the clock as AJ Maw (Lake
Stevens, Wash.), a guard, scored a
point off a layup. Through continued possession of the ball until the final seconds of the game and missed
shots by Whitman’s Missionaries, the
Loggers kept their lead.
“I’m very proud of our guy’s resiliency. Whitman is a great team, and
our guys did an excellent job keeping
our composure in the packed gym. It
was a great win,” Puget Sound head
coach Justin Lunt said.
This victory advances the Loggers
to the Division III Northwest conference championship against Whitworth College at their home court
in Spokane. The two teams will play
Saturday, Mar. 1.
This is the Loggers’ second time

competing in the Northwest Championship Conference in the last three
years. The last time Puget Sound
competed in the championship was
in 2012, competing also against
Whitworth College. In the championship two years ago, the Loggers
put up quite a fight, but could not
prevail and lost to the Pirates 86:71.
Puget Sound has also competed in
the NWC championship game five
times since 2006.
Whitworth has won five conference titles in a row, taking the trophy since 2008, making it the very
first five-year straight win in Northwest Conference men’s basketball
history. They have competed in the
Northwest Conference championship game for eight straight years.
The Loggers finished their season
fighting until the very last minute of
the NWC championship game. At
the half, the Loggers were down by
14 at a score of 40:26. Rallying to gain
control in the second half, the Logger men lead outscored the host Pirates 12:4, but remained down with a
score of 44:38.

About halfway through the second
half, the Loggers pulled through after
six straight points, tying both teams
for the second time in the game for a
score of 58-all. James Osorio (Mountain View, Calif.) scored a threepointer with 3:14 left on the clock,
giving the Logger men a three-point
advantage, their greatest lead over
the Pirates during the game. This
lead, though, did not last for long.
In the final two minutes of the
dual, the Pirates scored three points,
ending the game with a victory of
71:68, a battle the Logger men are
proud of, though it’s a loss.
“It was a tough loss, but I am extremely proud of this group. They
never quit and they kept battling every possession. The players did an
amazing job representing our university tonight,” Lunt said.
In the aftermath of the grueling
match, both the Pirates and the Loggers display very similar shooting averages, the Pirates at 44.4 percent and
the Loggers at 42.9 percent. The Loggers proudly out-rebounded Whitworth 37:31 and gained more turn-

overs and second chance points.
Within the last year the men’s basketball team has returned to a dominant position in the conference, exceeding players, coaches and other
teams’ expectations.
“This season, my third year, definitely exceeded my expectations,”
wing guard Jonathan Brown (Oakland, Calif.), who earlier this academic year broke his leg and got two
concussions, said. In comparing of
last season and this season, they are
“night and day,” Brown said. “We
were the bottom of the league last
year, not respected by anyone.”
During the summer, Brown and
other teammates decided to attend
a basketball tournament in Cabo,
Mexico. Training for about 20 days
together, the men had “time to play
basketball and enjoy each other,”
Brown said. During the Cabo tournament, the Loggers played professional Mexican basketball teams.
This experience “helped turn scores
around” and progress the men,
“pushing each other” on the court,
Brown said.

“We went really far as far as mentality this year,” Brown said. “The
team got to know each other… It’s all
about believing in each other.”
If the Loggers win the Northwest
Conference, they will have the opportunity to compete at a national
level in a tournament.
“I’m proud of the guys for coming
together for one common goal and
sacrificing a lot for each other and
noticing the cause is bigger than one
solid person. It’s nice to reap the benefits now,” Brown said.
This season, the Logger men have
played 16 conference games, scoring
1,114 points overall and 71.5 points
on average per game, 22.5 of which
are field goals made. They have made
11.5 off rebounds, 16.6 three pointers, 4.9 steals and 20.3 personal fouls
per game on average. The men score
30.9 percent of three pointers and
41.3 percent of field goals per game.
In comparison, the Loggers opponents’ field goal average is 38.4 percent while their three pointer percentage is 29.4 percent per game on
average.
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Women’s softball starts off rocky, but is
reaching for improvement with young roster

Softball: Freshman Jaci Young gets ready to throw a pitch.

By MIA KELLIHER

The Loggers’ softball team started
its season off with conference games
against George Fox and Pacific University on Feb. 22 and Feb. 23 and
while they lost, the Loggers are
more than ready to showcase their
skills and continue to grow as a cohesive unit.
This team has differed from past
years as it is mainly comprised of
freshmen and new players, adding
to the dynamics of the team and
how the season will play out. Of
the 13 players on the team, seven
of them are freshmen and there are
only two seniors. Because they are a
young team this year, there is a lot to
learn but also room to improve.
Junior Marissa Jeffers (Issaquah,
Wash.) has been an important as-

set to the team ever since she was
recruited here from the former program’s coaches.
“As one of the captains I think
the most important role that I fill is
to help maintain an upbeat and relaxed atmosphere while on the field.
This helps us play more confidently,
but also gives us more drive to compete,” Jeffers said.
Because the team has shifted dynamics in the past couple of years,
its strengths and weaknesses become evident. Due to not having a
set lineup, many of the players are in
a different position that is not their
primary one, which can negatively
impact the team as a whole.
While there are some disadvantages that come with being a fairly new team, the softball team has

viewed it as a way to play the game
with how they know it. Another
strength is their strong bond off the
field which translates back onto the
field and allows the team to play better.
“I think the biggest strength of
our team is that we all get along incredibly well. This is beneficial on
the field because it makes us want to
push each other to be better. I think
if we did not have such a strong appreciation for each other’s abilities
and successes, we would settle for
lower standards,” Jeffers said.
Senior Chelsea Lindroth (Shoreline, Wash.), who has played softball
her entire life and played for Puget
Sound for two years after transferring from Shoreline Community
College, hopes this season is a time
for the team to continuously grow
on and off the field.
“We are trying to improve on just
playing to the best of our abilities,
no matter who we are playing…My
favorite part of being on this team
is that every day, no matter what is
going on, I look forward to going to
practice and hanging out with some
great people for three hours. Also, I
know that they will always make me
laugh pretty much every day,” Lindroth said.
Looking at previous games this
season, both Jeffers and Lindroth
agreed that the highlights proved
what the team was made of and
showcased each player’s talents.
“One particular thing that stands
out from the previous games is that
our bats really came alive last Sunday when we were playing Pacific,

and even though we were down we
never gave up and were able to score
multiple runs in the last inning. I
just think that helps show the character of who this team is,” Lindroth
said.
“There have been many highlights this far in the season, but I’d
say I was most excited when Jaci
Young, a freshman, hit a home run

biggest tool to help us prepare for
upcoming games. They all read over
scouting reports which we then use
to help guide practice so we are better prepared for the opposing teams
tendencies,” Jeffers said.
The softball team has proven
that they have the talent and ability to lead a successful season. Lindroth’s mindset will help guide the

PHOTOS COURTESY/DYLAN WITWICKI

Softball: A Logger hitter gets ready to turn on a pitch.
during her first collegiate at bat,” Jeffers said.
Now looking ahead for the season, the team is excited to play
against Pacific Lutheran University
as it is a neighboring rival school.
Not only are the Loggers preparing
for this upcoming game but for all
others as well through intense workouts, training and support systems.
“The coaching staff has been the

team to that goal, “My role as captain influences the team by showing
everybody that if you do work really
hard and have a good attitude along
the way then you can achieve things
that other people might not think
that you can. This is so because I am
not the tallest, strongest, or fastest
person on the team but I work hard
every day with what I do have and
try to get a little better every day.”

Women’s basketball defies expectations in
NWC tournament to cap off a great season
Loggers Softball Schedule
March 2014
PHOTOS COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS

Basketball: Left: Amanda Forshay; Middle: Emily Sheldon; Right: Katy Ainslie.

By CLAIRE GRUBB
The women’s basketball team upheld a legacy of success in the 20132014 season, making it to the first
round of the Northwest Conference
Championships.
The Loggers have made it to the
NWC Championships in eight of
the past nine seasons.
The Loggers played 26 games this
season and finished with an overall
record of 16-10 and a 9-7 record in
conference.
This was the women’s best overall
season since the 2010-2011 season
when they won 18 of their 26 total
games and had a conference record
of 11-5. The Loggers set the school’s
highest winning percentage in the
historic 2010-2011 season.
On Feb. 27 the Loggers took on
the undefeated Whitman Missionaries in the semifinal round of the
NWC Championships. Whitman is
currently ranked first in the nation.
The Loggers started their game in
Walla Walla strong. Senior Taylor
Jones (Keizer, Ore.) kicked off the
game with a three-point shot only
37 seconds into the game. The final
score of the game was 77-60.
Three women from the basketball

team received Northwest Conference honors when the All-Northwest Conference team was named
Feb. 25.
Junior Amanda Forshay (Moraga, Calif.) was named First Team
following an impressive season.
Forshay leads the NWC in three
pointers, averaging 42.9 of her
shots.
She also ranks in the top 10 for
the NWC in field goals, free throws
and rebounds. Forshay was also
named NWC Student-Athlete of
the Week on the Feb. 25.
“It was a really exciting moment,”
Forshay said when asked about being named to the All-NWC team.
“I’m honored to be selected to an all
conference team with some of the
best players in the conference.”
Junior Katy Ainslie (Redmond,
Wash.) and sophomore Emily Sheldon (Portland Ore.) both received
All-NWC Honorable Mentions for
the 2013-2014 season. Ainslie was
second on the women’s team for rebounds and set a career high of 30
points in a game on Feb. 15 against
Willamette.
Sheldon started every game this
season and is in the top 10 in the
NWC for assists and steals. Sheldon

was the second highest in scoring
for women’s basketball in the 20132014 season. She averaged 12.2
points a game and had a high season high of 24 points against Eastern Oregon in November. This is
the first postseason honor for both
Sheldon and Ainslie.
“I know that personally, I’ve never been more excited to start a season. I want it to start tomorrow,”
Sheldon said. “Our team has so
much potential for next year. Although we’re losing two amazing
seniors, I think we’re going to practically start off exactly where we left
off when the season starts next year
without having to take any steps
backwards.”
The game against Whitman on
Feb. 27 also marks the end of Logger athletics for two seniors. Jones
and Kristine Miller (Orinda, Calif.)
wrapped up four successful seasons
playing for Puget Sound.
The Loggers ended their season
fourth in the Northwest Conference and will come back for another successful year in the 2014-2015
season when Sheldon, Ainslie and
Forshay return to the Memorial
Fieldhouse with the rest of the Logger women.
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Biden’s hella evil MuCH NeWS. VeRY
HeadLINe. WOW.
The Flail on things that happened
By STONe COLD STeVe
AweSOMe
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HoC: It’s actually about Joe Biden’s lust for power.

By YOLO ONO
“House of Cards” is Netflix’s
adaption of the 1990 British political thriller by the same name.
However, “House of Cards” is
no simple rehash of an old show;
Netflix has improved upon the
original and updated it for modern audiences by replacing Parliament with Congress, the prime
minister with the president and
restructuring the story to exactly
follow Joe Biden’s rise to the vice
presidency.
While the series stays true to the
British version’s themes of corruption and Machiavellian politics, I believe audiences will thoroughly enjoy the new but familiar
protagonist of Frank Underwood,
who is wonderfully played by
Kevin Spacey and is Joe Biden in
every way but the name.
The bold decision to base series
on true events is a risky one but
ultimately pays off as an effective
plot device to shine a bright spotlight on the core themes of series.
For example, when “House of
Cards” reveals Hilary Clinton’s
nomination for secretary of state
as a political ploy so that Joe
Biden could eventually become
vice president, I felt I was being
given insider information on the
Obama administration.
Moments like this highlight just
how terrible government, politicians and Joe Biden really are
in a way the British series never

could. The Biden-based protagonist in the American series, however, stays to true to the sexual
and manipulative vice president
the world has come to love, and is
therefore ultimately a more honest telling of Joe Biden’s power
hungry ways.
Netflix’s “House of Cards” is
not without its faults though.
The show exaggerates the sexual
nature of Biden’s relationship
with his wife, his southern accent
and underplays how often Biden
monologues to himself.
Also in this modern era of
transparency and free speech,
I question why any form of media, whether it be a TV show or
campus newspaper, would change
the name of a prominent political
figure for legal protection or any
other reason at all.
However, I digress. These are
small complaints as the series is a
tremendous improvement on the
British’s failed protagonist. As we
all know, Underwood’s planned
destruction of Peter Russo is a
much more accurate display of
Joe Biden’s political tactics.
And while the show does try to
replace her with journalist Zoey
Barns, the sexual relationship
between Underwood and Barns
could never compare to the sinister beauty of Margaret Thatcher.
I found these decisions a necessary evil in the process of finally
giving audiences a true, evil and
Machiavellian Joe Biden.

PORTLAND,
OR—Yesterday
burnout hippie Abe Sizzlebrook
was found dead on the kitchen
floor of his apartment with a slimy
brown-orange kombucha monster
attached to his face, like something
straight out of a B-grade movie.
Sizzlebrook’s friends tell us that
he had been making an enormous
vat of kombucha in order to share
it with other volunteers at his local
organic farm, so no one could have
expected that it would be the death
of him.
Indeed, unbeknownst to anyone,
the culture at the bottom of the

mixture became so prominent that
it began to sprout legs, eyes and
a mouth−a horrible gaping maw
which thirsted for nothing save for
human flesh.
When we interviewed the Chief
of Portland Police Department, Al
Stankyleg, about the kombucha’s
perplexing and seemingly miraculous mutation, he informed us that
Sizzlebrook had a significant background in genetics so perhaps he
had created the beast on purpose,
which makes this mystery all the
more unsettling.
The kombucha monster, now
termed kombuchalis titanus by the
scientific community, is currently
being held by the military for bio-

chemical weapons research.
ABUJA, NIGERIA—Last week, a
remarkable achievement was made
for the continent of Africa and for
the world at large: World Peace was
discovered at last.
According to the locals who found
it in a prehistoric cave, World Peace
is a small crystalline gem which radiates light from within, not unlike
the Arkenstone from J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit.
The Nigerian administration intends to host an international celebration at the beginning of summer, which will primarily consist of
getting drunk and reveling in the
marvel that is World Peace...and
hopefully not fighting to obtain it.

CARTOON COURTESY/GARRETT STANFORD

haShtag et yMolo gieS, anachroniSMS, aneurySMS, adS, cl aSSiFiedS ‘n lot Sa other StuFF!!
WarNiNG DiSClaiMer
BrOUGhT TO YOU BY
VerNiCiOUS KNiD, (children
be advised): #hashtag hex
still in effect! The following
hashies have been declared as
UNSaFe for user consumption,
prevarication, distillation,
penetration:
#sciencefail—results in some form of
atomic warfare. There really is no cure
for the bomb. Goddammit.
#stonecoldsteveawesome—Your 1 tru
fren. = ^_______________^ = May raid
your linguistic closet for spare punctuation and f**k with the language settings
on your laptop and phone so that everything is in Japanese.
#preach—gets you some bitchass butthead who follows you around for a week
straight shouting about how you haven’t
done laundry this week, you’re never
getting anywhere in life, you don’t have
a job, stop doing so many drugs, what
do you mean you’re moving to L.A. you

can’t act!? -and other similarly hazardous triggers of existential angst. Just say
no to proselytization.
#thecombatzone—all members of da
Zone (and of The Flail, for that matter)
will show up at your bedside at 3 a.m.
with a pair of flashlights, shine em right
in your face, yell, “TRUCK!” and then
run away, cackling madly as you sob
into your Lego sheets. SUCKS TO SUCK
BITCHEZ!!
#slapcam—who the f**k ever thought
this would be a good hashtag??! You’re
not a VineStar; stop beating on people!
Except for your friends. Always beat on
your friends. WHO WANTSTA PILLOW
FIGHT???
#verniciousknid—Level 5 safety hazard. Feral. Forever vicious, sometimes
tenacious, occasionally viscous.
#yoloono—you only live once, but before you die you manage to break up the
best band ever and steal all their royalty rights. This is something on which all
humans can agree.
#mrbuttfist—does this one really
need an explanation?
#metronome—gets you a metronome.

U BETTER B PRACTISINGZ
#timemanagement—you get an analog watch, 1 (legal) oz. of wishful thinking, and the benefit of hindsight. Sounds
like my average Sunday night.
#thecombatzone—then again, this
might be the best nightmare of your life.
Some of y’alls be sick motherf**kers.
COLOR COMMeNTARY:
As evidenced above, the number of
“unsafe” hashtags outweighs the number
of “safe” hashtags, so looks like there’s
no practical or good reason to use them.
Like, ever.
wANTeD:
Senior thesis. Must be abt. the evolving role of gender in quantum physics
classrooms from the pedagogical perspective of a tone-deaf sea urchin. Inquire within.
fRee TO A GOOD HOMe:
My roommate. His hairstyle sucks,
his breath smells and HIS MAMMA
DRESSES
HIM
FUNNY!!!
WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
fRee TO A BAD HOMe:
My roommate (same advertiser as
above). He doesn’t have to go to a good

home. He can also go to an apartment,
liquor store, dog carrier, etc. He fits into
a Medium Priority Mail box and can be
shipped anywhere in the U.S. (additional
charges apply).
Be pRepAReD:
MUFASA MUFASA MUFASA MUFASA MUFASA
SeeKING:
Beta-reader for erotic Doctor Who/
Sherlock/Supernatural fan-fic. Must ship
Winjohnlockcestial. And Matt Smith.
NOw ON TV:
You’ll never find out who the Yellow
King is #sorrynotsorry
TV ON THe RADIO:
SaY sAy mAH PLAAAYMATE, wOn’T
u lAy WASTe to Me? #querewulfen
peRSONAL AD:
(F 4 F). But rily thoz. Where all the
women at?
UNCONDITIONAL AD:
With this Reese’s peanut butter cup
and this locally processed microbrew, I
do thee bruh. BRUHZ 4 LIFE! SHRED
THE GNAR!
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Jazz Band shows off range of talents What are
students
listening
to these
days?

By CASEY DEY

The Puget Sound Jazz Band performed a selection of contemporary, classic, upbeat and smooth
jazz pieces for their Feb. 26 concert performance in Schneebeck
Concert Hall.
The songs ranged from energetic pieces like “All of Me” to slower,
peaceful ballads like “Maria,” from
storytelling songs like “Prelude to
a Kiss” to funky grooves like “Freedom Jazz Dance.” The songs were
classic jazz pieces reinterpreted
with instrumentation, or clever arrangements of other popular songs
and grooves from the 1900s.
One of the most popular songs
was “Freedom Jazz Dance,” earning the most applause and excitement from the audience.
Each piece brought smiles to the
faces of the performers and audience members. The artists were
often red-faced, but they managed
to find enough energy and excitement to perform an encore for the
enthusiastic audience.
The encore, in honor of Black
History Month, was a dark but
thought-provoking piece written
as a protest for black students who
had been refused admittance to a
school.
Many of the performers also got
to play solos in each song.
Director Tracy Knoop announced each artist before the
song began or right after the solo.
Each of these artists had nothing
but smiles when they stood up to

By MELANIE MAZZA

PHOTO COURTESY/LUC SOKOLSKY
Jazz: Band members traded instruments to show the scope of musical talents during the show.
perform, and nothing but breathy
smiles when they sat down.
The saxophone section included
Brady McCowan, Noah David,
Will Hamel, Minna Stelzner and
Hayden Harper.
The trumpet section included
Michael Hall, Sam Zisette and
Chris Wenndt.
Trombone players included
Wesley Stedman, Scott Clabaugh,
Rachel Schroder ’and Ryan Grate.
Jeremy Goodwin played guitar;
Kelton Mock and Alec Pankow
played piano; Kelton Mock and
Max Hirtz-Wolf played bass; and
Robin VanHouten and Anson Olson played the drums.
Performers were constantly
switching out instruments how-

ever, and a couple even switched
from piano to drums and bass to
guitar. This highlighted the range
and talent of each musician.
Even the audience had a variety: from Puget Sound students
who loved jazz or were supporting
friends to parents of performing
students, or people from the community who were in support of the
school to those that simply wanted
to hear the great music.
Knoop walked around the stage
the entire show, shifting mics,
pointing to sections to prepare for
their entry into a song or clapping
the tempo to get them started.
He was very proud of his players
throughout the performance, as
they made their way through some

very difficult numbers.
Knoop was very excited for the
next Jazz Band performance, featuring guest artist Howard Levy.
Levy is most famous as a founding member of Bela Fleck and
the Flecktones and for his two
Grammy awards, which he won
with them. He has recorded with
many famous artists in his career,
and continues to make frequent
appearances on the famous radio
program “A Prairie Home Companion.”
The next performance will take
place on March 12 at 7:30 p.m. in
Schneebeck Concert Hall. Tickets
are $9 for the general public and
$4 for Puget Sound students with
an ID.

Children of Bodom at Seattle’s El Corazon

By SABINE GLOCKER

The doors to the concert opened
at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 26.
Already the line stretched around
the building and across the street,
full of people young and old from
all over Washington.
Slowly, the line moved as people entered El Corazon, in downtown Seattle. The venue was small
and even before the first opening
band stepped on stage the place
was packed. At 8 p.m. the lights
dimmed.
The first opening band was a
relatively unknown metal band
from Marysville called Kill Closet,
consisting of two vocalists, a man
and a woman. Their Facebook
page describes them as “brutal
and insanely fast with a touch of
groove and melody.” The band was
not on tour with the three following bands, but performed an excellent set.
After a short break when one of
the four drum sets on stage was
taken down, the next band came
on stage. This was the first of three

bands on the North American
tour, “Halo of Blood.” Called TÝR,
they are a band from Northern
Europe whose music is based on
Norwegian and Faroese folklore
and “creates very true Viking metal,” according to their Facebook.
The third band to play and the
second band on tour was Death
Angel. Originally from the Bay
Area and formed in the early
1980s, they describe themselves
as having an “inventive style, and
speedy, complex arrangements,”
said their website.
By this time in the show, there
was barely room to move. Death
Angel was the first band of the
evening to have more than one
color lights and the show dazzled
the audience. They played eight
songs to a passionate crowd whose
energy had grown substantially
since the first band of the evening.
Not a person in the over packed
venue was not sweating and the
mosh pit had grown. Everyone
was cheering, singing along and
head banging along with the band.
After they finished their set, the

band left to even louder cheering
than the previous band.
Finally, it was time for the headlining band, Children of Bodom.
By now, there was only one drum
set and it took up nearly half the
stage. The drummer had his own
fans to help keep him cool while
he drummed insanely fast.
After a longer break, the band
came on stage to deafening cheers.
By this time, the place was so
packed you could barely breathe,
let alone move.
Hailing from Finland, their
sound has a “trademark mixture
of rough vocals, shredding riff attacks and catchy keys,” according
to their website. Their lead guitarist and vocalist Alexi Laiho has
been praised as the “best metal
guitarist” by Guitar World magazine, which is no surprise considering his versatile skill, ranging
from heavy metal to classical music like Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons.”
Throughout their 14-song set,
the band’s fingers flew across their
instruments rhythmically and perfectly, not making a single mistake

in their ridiculously fast tempo
songs. The crowd was going crazy,
the mosh pit had tripled in size
since the start of the show, and
people were trying to crowd surf—
only to be ripped off the crowd by
security. Devil’s horns and fists
filled the air and the noise was
deafening. The band was smiling
like they could not be happier and
by the end of the four hour show,
so was everyone else.
Children of Bodom left the stage
to cheering and the crowd chanting “Bodom, Bodom, Bodom.”
They played one encore song, and
finally, left the stage for good at
midnight.
As the crowd left El Corazon,
the consensus was that the show
was “incredible,” “f***ing awesome,” “the best show in a long
time,” and “metal as hell.”
If you are a fan of metal, it is
highly recommended that you
catch TÝR, Death Angel and especially Children of Bodom next
time you have the chance. They
know how to put on a show unlike
any other metal band.

A brief review of the 2014 Oscars
By CASEY DEY
The 86th Academy Awards closed
a year of filmmaking on Sunday,
March 2, in a funny, memorable and
heartfelt ceremony.
Ellen DeGeneres hosted the
Oscars for her second time, and
brought the ceremony down to earth
for the actors. Not only did she walk
amongst the audience for most of the
show, asking how people were doing,
Ellen even asked if people were hungry and ordered them pizza.
DeGeneres’ biggest accomplishment as a host was taking a selfie
with Bradley Cooper, Jennifer Lawrence, Meryl Streep, Jared Leto, Brad
Pitt, Kevin Spacey, Julia Roberts and
a few others. The overwhelming
number of retweets caused Twitter to
crash in a matter of minutes.

There were many first-time nominees and many veterans to the Oscar
stage. June Squibb was the oldest
nominee in history at 84 for her supporting role in Nebraska. Streep also
broke a record with her 18th nomination for her leading role in August:
Osage County.
Gravity won seven awards, the
most of all the films nominated, including Cinematography, Directing,
Film Editing and Original Score.
Frozen did very well, to the delight
of many viewers, winning Best Animated Feature Film and Best Original Song with “Let It Go.” Idina Menzel delivered a powerful rendition of
her now famous song on a beautiful
icy stage, and received a long, standing ovation.
This year celebrates the 75th an-

niversary of The Wizard of Oz. P!nk
sang a beautiful and heartwarming version of “Somewhere over the
Rainbow” to a montage of the classic
film.
Other big awards included Matthew McConaughey (Dallas Buyers
Club) for Best Leading Actor, Cate
Blanchett (Blue Jasmine) for Best
Leading Actress, Leto (Dallas Buyers
Club) for Best Supporting Actor and
Lupita Nyong’o (12 Years a Slave) for
Best Supporting Actress.
Leto delivered one of the more
touching acceptance speeches, describing his upbringing by a single,
teenage mom, thanking her and his
brother and encouraging dreamers in third-world countries to keep
dreaming. He also said his Oscar was
for those struggling with AIDs and

their personal identities around the
world.
Nyong’o delivered a beautiful acceptance speech, so thankful but
unbelieving of her award. She almost
ran out of time thanking a long list of
people from 12 Years a Slave and her
friends and family back home.
Another unique acceptance
speech was delivered by Darlene
Love for the Best Documentary 20
Feet from Stardom. Love sang a song
from the film a cappella to express
how happy and honored she was for
the incredible experience. The audience was surprised, but touched, by
the unexpected song.
The evening concluded with the
award for Best Picture, which went
to 12 Years a Slave.

In the library, Oppenheimer Café
or Diversions Café, Loggers are loyally plugged into their headphones.
It is a well-known fact that our campus is a music-loving one, but did
you ever wonder what kind of music
everyone is really listening to? If so,
this might give you an idea.
Senior Alli Cobb, working away
in Oppenheimer on a sunny Friday afternoon, was listening to
“Postcards from Hell” by the Wood
Brothers, a bluegrass band made up
of (you guessed it) brothers Chris
and Oliver Wood. Their music is
focused, like much bluegrass, on the
upright bass and acoustic and electric guitars. Cobb says that a friend
recommended the band to her, and
that so far she was enjoying it.
Junior Pete Bergene was studying to the soundtrack of the film
Secret life of Walter Mitty. He chose
this music, he said, “because it was
a good movie.” Listening to film
scores and soundtracks gives a good
opportunity to explore different
genres and artists especially on music services such as Spotify, which
Bergene was using, where you can
listen to more music by the artists
you like.

“Listening to film scores
and soundtracks gives a
good opportunity to explore
different genres and artists
especially on music services
such as Spotify”
Another great music exploration
service that Loggers are using is
8tracks.com, where you can search
for playlists based on a multitude
of themes. The homepage encourages you to “Enter any mood, genre,
or activity” and senior Hannah
Hawkins is an example of some true
creative thinking. Hawkins was listening to “How Many Drinks” by
Miguel, a single released off his album All I Want is You last March.
This song makes for an excellent
anthem for anyone trying to set the
scene for a Friday night or apparently to study in the early afternoon,
as Hawkins has proven. The song
was new to Hawkins, who used took
8tracks’s demand seriously. “If you
want to know, I found it by searching ‘90’s R&B Sex.’”
Another 8tracks user was led to
“On Our Way” by the Royal Concept. The Royal Concept is a Swedish alternative rock band whose
style varies from indie to pop. Junior
Chelsea says that she doesn’t usually
listen to this style of music, but that
she was doing some exploring.
Senior Kevin Halasz, in the midst
of some homework, was also going
global and listening to ChileanGerman electronic artist Ricardo
Villalobos. Halasz says he found
Villalobos through the recommendation of a friend, and that he likes
it because it “helps him focus.”
Study music is always a soughtafter commodity around the University of Puget Sound campus, so
finding those artists that help you
buckle down on homework is always helpful.
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BSU and The Grand Cinema open discourse

The New Black film was shown, followed by a discussion with the
audience that covered topics of race, gender identity and religion

By KATHRYN STUTZ
The Puget Sound Black Student
Union and the Queer Alliance
hosted a showing of the documentary film The New Black from director Yoruba Richen on Feb. 27.
They also hosted a panel discussion after the film on the issues of
marriage equality and the role that
black Christian communities have
played in the fight for LGBT rights.
The New Black focuses on the
Maryland 2012 general election
ballot issue of Question 6, a refer-

endum which legalized same-sex
marriage in the state by affirming
the Civil Marriage Protection Act.
Every time marriage equality had
been voted on by the people in the
U.S. before Question 6, it had been
defeated.
African American individuals
and black Christian communities
in Maryland were driving forces
on both sides of the vote.
“The black community is not
monolithic,” activists on both
sides said. The film drives home
the point that it is a mistake to see

Puget Sound students: A group of Loggers attend The New Black screening.

The Grand Cinema: The local Tacoma theater is known for
screening independent (and sometimes controversial) films.

PHOTOS COURTESY/FAITH MATtHEWS

Inside: The audience listening to the film being introduced.

any group as wholly homogenous.
In this way, the documentary
asks its viewers to view the issues
complexly, and, as panelist Rev.
Darrell Goodwin, Dean of Students at Seattle University, said,
“interrogate what is put before us
[because] the boxes we put people
in have holes in them.”
Several marriage equality activists said they saw the Maryland
vote as a way to “right the wrongs”
of California’s 2008 Proposition
8 decision, when California voters ultimately rejected legalizing
same-sex marriage in their state.
Several black LGBT activists in the
film felt that the passing of Proposition 8 was “blamed on black
people.”
The body of the film followed
the journey of black marriage
equality advocates along the road
to the passage of Question 6, like
Sharon Lettman-Hicks of the National Black Justice Coalition and
Karess Taylor-Hughes.
It also showed the general elec-

tion from other perspectives, like
that of Maryland Family Alliance
President, Pastor Derek McCoy.
Ultimately, the tone of The New
Black, like many political documentaries of this kind, is dependent upon the political views of its
audience. Though the film makes
a great effort to present multiple
perspectives on the issues it discusses, and to refrain from making
value judgments, it seems unable
to hold back a joyful, triumphant
feeling at the victory of Question 6
and marriage equality at the polls.
The New Black does take a stand
on issues by noting that, for equality to happen, the fight against oppression cannot and should not
devolve into different oppressed
groups battling over “who has
been the hardest hit.”
Instead, the film challenges us to
ask, “How should we live together
in community?”
It encourages people who have
been oppressed to help others who
are struggling answer questions

like, how to have a family when
you are marginalized, and how to
identify as a Christian when you
are told “God doesn’t love you,
God didn’t make you.”
After the film, a panel discussed
the film and their personal experiences with similar issues as
religious leaders, academics and
LGBT rights activists.
Rev. Dr. Monica Corsaro of the
Rainier Beach United Methodist
Church began the discussion by
pointing out that at the same time
as the Question 6 vote in Maryland, Washington State clergy created a document supporting marriage equality. She asserted that
the anti-Proposition 8 campaign’s
biggest mistake in California was
not factoring in religious communities.
“It took 28 years for sexual orientation to be included in anti-discrimination laws [in Washington
State],” Corsaro said, “but with the
help of religious communities, it
happened in just a few years.”
All three panelists talked about
the complexity of this issue on the
global scale.
Dr. Dexter Gordon, Professor of
Communication Studies and African American Studies at Puget
Sound, mentioned that the recent
criminalization of homosexuality
in Africa is in many ways an antiWest and anti-American reaction,
a phenomenon which Corsaro referred to as “colonialism coming
back to bite us in the bum.”
“In America, the way to move
a social issue forward is to put a
white male face on it, but then
globally, people who do not identify with this image will reject
the idea behind it,” Rev. Darrell
Goodwin said.
Goodwin reminded the audience that conservative ideology in
black churches is often concerned
with the preservation of individuals from the very real violence they
are threatened with. He credits the
conservative church he was raised
in with saving his life as a young
black man growing up in Chicago,
and quoted the The New Black, saying “Sometimes, in order for people who have been trampled upon
to feel powerful, often they have to
trample upon someone else.”
As Corsaro said, “It’s not white
and black. It’s so much more complicated than that.”

